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Bfichi (1962) has given a decision procedure for a system of logic 
known as "the Sequential Calculus," by showing that each well formed 
formula of the system is equivalent to a fornmla that, roughly speaking, 
says something about the infinite input history of a finite automaton. 
In so doing he managed to answer an open question that was of con- 
cern to pure logicians, some of whom had no interest in the theory of 
automata. 
Muller (1963) came upon quite similar concepts in studying a problem 
in asynchronous switching theory. The problem was to describe the be- 
havior of an asynchronous circuit that does not reach any stability con- 
dition when starting from a certain state and subject to a certain input 
condition. Many different hings can happen, since there is no control 
over how fast various parts of the circuit react with respect o each 
other. Since at no time during the presence of that input condition will 
the circuit reach a terminal condition, it will be possible to describe the 
total set of possibilities in an ideal fashioll only if an infinite amount of 
time is assumed for that input condition. 
Neither Biichi's Sequential Calculus nor ~Iuller's problem of asyn- 
chronous circuitry will be described further here. I t  is interesting that 
two such apparently divergent areas of inquiry should give rise to the 
same problem, namely, that of describing the infinite history of finite 
automata. I t  is this problem to which the remainder of this paper will 
address itself. 
I t  will be recalled that a well known basic theorem in the theory of 
* This paper was sponsored in part by the Advanced Research Projects Agency, 
Department of Defense, through Office of Naval Research Contract Nonr- 
4102(01). It is closely related to a talk given by the author at the tIarvard Collo- 
quium on Computation and Control in October, 1964. 
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finite automata is that often referred to as tile "Kleene-Myhill theorem" 
(because it was provcd first by I{lecne (1956) and re-exposited by 
5Iyhill (1957)). The theorem states that the class of regular events equals 
the class of finite-state vents. An event is a set of words, and a word is 
simply a finite sequence of symbols from some input alphabet. A regular 
event is defined as one given by a regular expression, and ~. finite-state 
event is defined as one given by a state graph. (It will be assumed that 
the reader has some experience with regular expressions and state 
graphs.) 
These two characterizations of the class of events processed by finite 
automata differ considerably. The first is in terms of a mechanism for 
generating tile words in the event, while the second is in terms of a 
mechanism for testing a word for membership in the event. In each 
case the class of mechanisms are the finite-state mechanisms. Since the 
Kleene-Myhill flmorem implies that events generated by finite-state 
mechanisms are the same as those tested by finite-state mechanisms, it 
is an important cornerstone of the theory of finite automata. 
The bulk of the present paper is a proof of at). analogue to the Kleene- 
Myhill theorem for to-events. An co-event is a set of infinite sequences 
from some finite input alphabet; in other words a set of sequences of 
ordinality to. Regular expressions can be extended to describe o-events by 
introducing a new operator: thus, where a is a nonempty event (set of 
finite words) not containing the null word, o~  is a set of infinite sequences 
formed by concatenating infinitely many members of o~; alternatively 
expressed, it is the result of an co-concatenation f words from a. Thus 
(0 IJ 1)~ is the set of all infinite sequences (ordinality to) of O's and l's. If  
cx is an event, and/~ is all t0-event then aft is an o:-event. But, since we re- 
gard sequences as going fronl left to right, floL will in general have se- 
quences of orditmlity greater than to, which are not considered here. Thus 
0"1 ~ is the set of all sequences having infinitely many l 's and no oecur- 
rence of a 0 following a 1. Similarly, the union of two to-events is an 
to-event. • 
An to-event E is regular if there exist regular events a~, .--  , a~, 
ill, " '" , ft, such that E = alfll ~ U - . .  U a,fl, ~. (Throughout this paper 
the  word "event" when not preceded by "to-" means a set of finite 
words.) I t  is clear hcrc that since E is an to-event no fl~ can contain the 
null word. 
On the other hand, an to-event is finile-slale if there is a finite autom- 
aton (as given, for example, by a state graph) and a subclass 
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{~1, • • • , ~,~} of the class of all nonempty subsets of states of tlle autom- 
aton such that, for any infinite scqucnce S whose terms are from Z, S 
is in E if and only if the precise set of states that the automaton assumes 
infiifitely often when given S as an input sequence (starting from the 
initial state) is one of the scts ~-1, -.- , ~ .  This concept can bc thought 
of as a' definition ill terms of the testing of an infinite scqucnce. The sense 
of the word "test" is rather peculiar here since the machine that is given 
au infinite sequence never stops. 
As an example, consider the state graph of Fig. 1. (The state graphs of 
this paper will have a single short unlabclcd arrow pointing to the initial 
state.) The event given by the class of subscts {{A}, {B}} is thb ~:evcnt 
of all infinite sequences having only finitely many O's. It could be given 
as a regular expression (O 13 1)*1 ~. 
As another examplc, consider Fig. 2 and the ~-event given by the class 
{ {A}, {A, B, C] }. To analyze this ~-event note that a = (11 [3 0)*: 100"1 
is the set of all words which trace out a path in the graph starting from 
A hittiffg both B and 6' and then terminating the first time that it hits 
A after hitting both B and C. The ~-event given by the class {{A}} is 
a*(0 (J: l l)*0 ~. The ~-event given by {{A, B, C}} is a~. The given 
~-event, herefore, isa*(0 13 11)*0 ~ 13 a ~. 
The concept of regular ~-event is found in both (Biichi, 1962) and 
(Muller, 1963). However, both the concept of finite-state ~-event (or 
"machine regular" as Muller (1963) calls it) and the statement of the 
theorem equating the two concepts are 5Iullcr's contributions. Muller's 
proof of this theorem proceeds along different lines from the proof given 
in this paper; the version of his proof in (Muller, 1963) is not valid. The 
sequences in a regular co-event can be generated by a graph; a precise 
descriptior/of ne maturer of this use of graphs as generators (the so- 
called "nondetcrministic graphs") for infinite sequences i  given in 
(Muller, 1963). Such graphs, however, will play no rble in the present 
paper. 
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TItEOREM. An to-event is regular if and only if it is finite-state. (Also, 
given the evenl characterized in one way, lhe other kind of characterization 
is effectively determined.) 
The proof of this theorem occupies ahnost all of the remainder of this 
paper. Assume first that E is a finite-state co-event. Then E is given by a 
class {vx, . - .  , ~',,I where each 7r~ is a set of states of a state graph G. 
Since a finite union of regular to-events is obviously regular it suffices 
to show that the to-event E~, which is the set of all infinite sequences S 
such that the set of states hit ixffinitely often by S in its path through 
G is just one of the sets 7r~, is a regular to-event. 
Let ~-~ = { sl ,  - - -  , s~}. Let a be the set of all words tracing paths from 
the initial state to s~. For i -_< j -_<_ k, let/3s be the set of all words taking 
the automaton from si to Sj+l (or to s~ i f j  = k) without hitting any of 
the states outside of 7r~. The sets a, fll, • -" , fie are all regular, as the 
reader familiar with the theory of regular events will verify. Now E~ = 
a(fl,32 - - .  ~k) ~, which is proved as follows. 
If  S C E~, consider the path through G traccd by S. Let I be the time 
after which no state other than those of ~-~ is assumed. Let {tl, t2, 
13, • • • } be an infinite set of the integers all greater than t and such that 
li > lh for j  > h, where, for each x and y, 1 <-_ y <= l:, lk~+~ is a time when 
the device assumes tate sy. That  such a set of times exists follows from 
the fact that the device assumes all states of 7r~ infinitely often. S parsed 
at h,  h ,  t3 ,  - . -  shows it to be in a ( t~2 - ' -  ilk) ". 
On the other hand, assume S E a(fli~2 . . .  ilk) '~. Let S = S'X, where 
S' C a and X C (fll/32 • .-/3k) ~. S'  takes the device to sl ,  and from there 
on (by definition of the fl's) the path traced by S never assumes a state 
outside of 7r,. But all the states of ~r~ are assumed infinitely often, and 
so S C E , .  
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Thus all finite-state o>events are regular. The nmre difficult converse 
is proved after several definitions and leminas, by a construction: 
Note first that the union of finitely many finitc-statc ~o-evcnts is a 
finite-state ¢o-event. It is easier to show this for the union of two, from 
which the proposition for the union of any finite number follows easily. 
Let E1 and Eo be such C-events. Then E1 is given by the state graph G~ 
1 o 
and a class {~-l 1, . - .  , 7r.,,}, and E2 by G2 and {~1", "'" , ~'~.~}. Take the 
Cartesian product of the two state graphs G1 X G~, the initial state being 
so~ X So~ where so~ and Soo- arc the initial states of G~ and G.,, respectively. 
For any set fl of states of this graph, let PI(~) = {sl : ('~s2)stXs.~ E fl} 
and P2(fl) = {s., : (3s~)s~Xs2 C fl}. Note that {fl: (:ti)(1 =< i -< m~ & 
Pi(fl) = ~r~') I is a class of sets for E, .  That is, if a sequence S is applied 
to the constructed state graph, then S E E, if and only if Pl(/~) = ~r~ 
for some i, where fl is the precise set of states hit infinitely by the path 
spelling out S. Similarly, {fl: (30(1  = i < ~n~ & P~(/3) = ~.2)} is a 
class of sets for E2. The union of these two classes or {fl: (7~i)[(1 :< i -< 
n~l & Pl(fl) = 7r,') V (1 < i <= too- & P2(fl) = ~.2)]} is a class of states 
for E, U Eo-, showing that E, U E2 is a fiIfite state co-event. 
Thus we nmy henceforth assume that E = aft ~ where a and /~ are 
regular sets of finite words. Let S bc an arbitrary infinite sequence from 
the input alphabet ~. Let St be the initial segment of S ending at time t, 
and St, t2 the segment from t~ + 1 to t2 inclusive, t2 favors tt if to- > It, 
S~.. ~ ~*, and S ,  ~ aft*. (This and the following concepts are relative 
to S.) E (h ,  t2, tz), or t~ is eqzdvalent to 12 as judged at time t~, if t~ >- t~, 
l~ > lz , S~ ~ aft , St~ ~ aft* and, for every word X on the input alphabet 
~, S ,~,X  ~ ~* if and oldy if S~,X  ~ [3*. An easily proved law is that if 
E (h ,  re, is) and 14 > t~ then E( l t ,  12, /4). In other words, if l~ and lo- 
are ever judged to be equivalent then they will forever thereafter be 
judged to be equivalent, hIoreover, if E(lx,  12, 13) and l~ > ts then l~ 
favors l~ if and only if t~ favors ll. The following definition is natural. 
E( l l ,  t2), or It and to- are equivalent, if and only if there exists a t such 
that E(t~, to., t). Let p be the number of states in a reduced state graph 
for [3*. 
LEMMA 1. The number of equivale~lce classes given by E(t~ , to., l) among 
the times tx , to. < t such that St, and St~ ~ a~* is no more than p; also the 
number of equivalence classes given by E(t~ , to.) is no more than p. 
Proof: If S,~, S,~_ ~ aft* then tt and to. will be in the same equivalence 
class if St,, and S,..~ both trace out paths from the initial state to the 
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same state ill the reduced state graph for fl*, thus proving the first asser- 
tion. To prove the second assertion, SUl)posc there arc p -t- 1 or nmre 
equivalence classes. There would then be times tl, t2, . . .  , lp+l, no 
two of which arc equivalent. For l > max (tl, --- , tp+l) we would have, 
for each/and  j, not E(I~, t j ,  t). Thus there would be p -t- 1 equivalence 
classes, as judged at time t, contradicting the first assertion already 
provcd. 
LE.~I.~IA 2. S C aft '° i f  and only i f  there exisls a r such lhal there are 
infinitely many t equivalent o r and favoring r. 
Proof: Suppose first that S E aB ~. Then there exists a sequence 
10, tl, 12, -- .  (ti > ti, for i > j )  such that St0 C a and for every i > 0, 
St~,,+~ E ft. For i > j,  S,~t~ E/~* and so t~ favors ti. But there are only 
finitely many equivalence classes among the t's by E(t~, ti), and so 
there must be an infinite set of t's in at least one of these classes. Taking r 
as the smallest member of this class, Q.E.D., one way. 
Now suppose that there are infinitely ninny t's equivalent o r and 
favoring it. S, E aft*. Put to = r. Take tt > t0 so that E( l l ,  to) and l~ 
favors to. Then, for some h ~ >-_ h ,  E(to,  t~, it'). Take t2 > t~' so that 
E(12, io) and 12 favors 10. But then St0t~ C fl* and since 12 :> 11 t we have, 
by definition of E(to,  t~, h'),  St,,.. C fl*. (Note that St,,., E/~* would 
not follow from any weaker hypothesis about l0, t~, and t~_. Thus the 
need for both the concept of "favors" and the concept of "equivalence" 
in the proof.) In this nmnner the infinite sequence to = r, t~ ,'t~., . . .  is 
constructed so that each t~ is equivalent to t0 and favors it; but l~ is chosen 
as a time when to is judged to be equivalent to t,_~, so that S,~_~t~ will 
be in fl*. From an obvious relationship between the star operator and the 
omcga operator, S C a/~ , concluding the proof of Lenmm 2. 
The machine is now constructed to determine whether S C a f t  ~, in 
the light of Lemma 2, by determining whether there exists a r such that 
there are infinitely many t equivalent to r and favoring it. The nmchine 
will be such as to make it clear that it performs the appropriate function, 
although it will be only informally described. It  will have a set of sets 
of states {~-~, --- , 7r,~} such that, for any S, the set of states that the 
device assumes infinitcly often is one of the ~-~ if and only if there exists 
such a r. 
The machine consists of p -t- 2 sequential machines, p being the num- 
ber of states in the reduced state graph for fl*, with data links to a master 
control which has some additional memory. The first sequential machine 
(the a~* nmchine) receives the inputs as they come and reports to the 
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nmster control at any time t whether or not St E a/~*. Tile remaining 
p + 1 sequential machines (the •* machines) are modeled after the 
reduced state graph for t~*. Each fl* machine at any time nmy be dor- 
mant, in which case it is oblivious to the input sequence coming in and 
simply remains in the initial state until activated by the nmster control. 
When a fl* machine is activated at time t it then becomes receptive to the 
input sequence and reports to the nmster control, at each time t' > l, 
precisely which of the p states it is in; this it does until it is made dormant 
by the master control, at which point it goes to and remains in the initial 
state until it is again activated. 
There are two possibilities: either a contains the null word or not. If 
so, then just before the initial moment of time, i.e., the time of the first 
input, one of the/~* nmchines will start at its initial state by being ac- 
tive (i.e., receptive to the first input) and all the renmining #* machines 
will be dormant. If a does not contain the null word then all the ~* 
machines are dormant just before the initial moment of time. 
The master control keeps track of which of the fl* nmchines are active 
and also the order in which they last became active. At any time l, 
if S, E a#* and none of the active t~* machines are in the initial state 
then one of the dormant machines i activated and made receptive to the 
input at time t --b 1. (For the moment, note that if S~ C a~* and one of 
the active fl* machines M is in the initial state then E(t, t', t), where t' 
is the time that M was activated.) 
Suppose t: < t.~, M~ and Mz are fl* machines which were activated at 
times t~ and to respectively; the nmstcr control keeps track (for all such 
pairs M, and M.,) whether or not t~_ favors t~ as a relationship between 
M, and M.*. (Since the master control has only finite memory it cannot 
keep track of the values of l, and t2, which, fortunately, are not needed.) 
Now for any t > t2, E( t , ,  t2, t) if and only if M, and M2 are in the same 
state at time t. If M, and M2 go into the same state then M2 goes dormant, 
justified by the fact that any t' > t favoring tz will also favor l~. 
Note that there will never be nmre than p active fl* machines, since 
there are only p states in may such machine. Thus there is always at 
least one dormant/~* machine ready to beconm active. (As a nmtter of 
fact, there is no reason why a machine could not become dornmnt and 
bc reactivated at the same tinm. Thus only p fl* machines are needed.) 
The niaster control has one green light and one red light as outputs 
associated with each of the p+l  fl* machines. Whenever a machine 
goes from the active state to the dornmnt state, its red light flashes. Let 
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M1 bc any of the fl* machines. M~'s green light flashes at time t if and 
only if 3I~ is active at time t having become active at time tt and either 
(1) I favors tl and M~ is in the initial state at time t, and thus E(t~, t, t), 
or (2) for some ,112 activated at h ,  where tl < t: < t, t~ favors tl, and t is 
the earliest ime at which E(t l ,  tz, t). 
LE.XL~I.~_ 3. I f  there is a lime equivalent o infinitely many times that 
favor it and r is the earliest such time, then there is afl* machine M that is 
activated at r, remains acti~'ated forever, and-flashes its green light infinitely 
many times. (After r its red light never-flashes; thus its red light -flashes o~zly 
finitely many times.) 
Proof: If some machine M ~ has been active before r and goes into the 
initial state at time r, then let r ~ be the time when M ~ was activated. 
r'  < r and any t equivalent to r and favoring it would also be equivalent 
to and would favor r', contradicting the hypothesis that r is the earliest 
time cquivalent to infinitely many times that favor it. Thus no M' that 
is active is in the initial state at r, and thus some M is activated at time 
r. Again, if for some M ~ that was activated at r ~ < r, E( r ,  r p, t) ~here 
t > r then the same contradiction could be inferred. Thus M never goes 
into the dormant state after time ~-. Since infinitely many t's are equiva- 
lent to and favor r, M's green light will flash infinitely ninny times, by 
construction. 
LE.~x.~i.~ 4. Conversely, if there is a [3" macMne M whose green light flashes 
infinitely often and whose red light only finitely often then there are infinitely 
many times equivalent to and favoring the last time r at which M becomes 
acti~,e. 
Proof: After r, M would remain active forever. Since its greedlight 
flashes infinitely many times, there are infinitely many times that are 
equivalent to r and favor it. 
I t  should bc obvious to the experienced reader that the entire system 
so constructed is a finite-state machine although the number of states 
for medium-sized values of p is large. Lemmas 2, 3, and 4 show that 
S C a/~  if and only if, for some M, M's green light flashes infinitely 
often and M's red light flashes finitely often. For each M~, let ~ be the 
set of all states in which M,'s green light flashes and M~'s red light does 
not flash. Let v~ be the set of all states in which M~'s red lightdoes not 
flash. Let {~, ,  . - .  , lr~q~} bc the set of all sets ~- such that ~----_. ~r c :  v~. 
If M,'s green light flashes infinitely often and M~'s red light flashes only 
finitely often then the precise set of states assumed by the system in- 
finitely often is one of ~r,, -- .  , ~,q~. The set of sets of states {:r~t ,- .. , 
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7rlq,, --- , 7r(p+m, . . .  , 7r(p+l)qp+,} is therefore precisely the set of sets 
of states to establish that a~ ~ is a finite-state co-event according to the 
definition. 
This concludes the proof of the theorem. Let us consider two examples. 
A machine for the c0-event (0 (J 1 (J 2)*(0"1) ~ has one green light and 
one red light. The green light flashes at every occurrence of a 1. The 
red light flashes at every occurrence of a 2. It  is easy to see that a sequence 
is in the given co-event if and only if the grecn light of this machine flashes 
infinitely often and the red light finitely often. This machine is actually 
a simplification of the one that would result from the construction given 
above. The example shows that in general both red and green lights 
are necessary to represent co-events. 
For the second example, let 2~ be (0 (J 1 U • • • Ui), and consider the 
regular co-event E = ~*[2~l*0Zx*l U z3*0Z3*12~3*2z~*3] . A machine with 
two sets of lights suffices for this co-event. The first red light flashes at 
any occurrence of a 2, 3, or 4, and the first green light flashes at a comple- 
tion of a word in Z~*0X~*l since the last time the first green light or the 
first red light flashed whichever was later. The second red light flashes 
at any occurrence of a 4, and the second green light flashes at the com- 
pletion of a word in Z3*0~3*lZ3*2Z3*3 since the last flash of either the 
second green light or the second red light. It is not difficult to see that a 
sequence is in E if and only if either (1) the first red light of this nmchine 
flashes finitely often and the first green light infinitely often, or (2) the 
second red light flashes finitely often and the second green light infinitely 
often. No ma6hine for this co-event has just one green and one red light, 
but a proof of this fact is left for the reader. This example shows it is not 
the case that all co-events of the form af t  ~' can be representcd by machines 
with one set of lights, which would have been a natural conjecture to 
make. 
A final comment is directed to those interested inBiichi's paper (1962). 
By far the most difficult part of Bfichi's proof is the proof of Lemma 9 
which states that the negation of every fornmla in the class 2~ ~ has an 
equivalent formula in Z~ ~. (From this it is relatively simple to show 
that every fornmla of the Sequential Calculus is equivalent o some 
formula of Z~, from which the decidability of the system follows.) 
The theorem proved in this paper gives an alternativc proof to Bfichi's 
Lemma 9. For the regular co-events are exactly the cvents describable by 
formulas of Z~ (Lemma 10 of (Btichi, 1962)). Finite-state co-cvcnts are 
closed under complementation, which is clear from the definition. From 
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the last two sentences and the main theorem of this paper it follows that 
the events describable by formulas of 2h ~ are closed under complementa- 
tion, and thus Lemma 9 is proved. 
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